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Every TAIP
Artist is

mentored by a
working

contemporary
artist

Q: If you could be mentored by any artist
in history, who would you pick? 

Q: What would you want to ask them?

Q: What would you make?

A:

A:

A:



 

Ceramic
Painting
Medium
Slip
Glaze
Mentorship 
Realism

Watercolor
Composition 
Monoprint
Linocut
Silk screen
Printmaking 
Self Portrait

Word Bank



portraits. Now it's
your turn! Use the
space below to
draw your own

Self Portrait
Lots of our TAIP artists
experimented with

self portrait.



Look around the exhibit for
art with the things listed

below. Where did you find
them? Write down the name

of the artwork!

I Spy!
An animal

A teapot

A tree

Something happy

An eye

Something blue

Something new

My favorite
artwork is:



Glossary

Ceramic - artworks made from clay and hardened by heat

Medium - the type of art (e.g. painting, sculpture, printmaking)

or materials an artwork is made from

Glaze - a colored slip, used to decorate/color ceramics when fired

Mentorship - guidance given by an experience and trusted adviser 

Watercolors - a water soluble paint with transparent properties

Composition - the arrangement of elements in a work of art

Monoprint - a form of printmaking where the image can only be

made once, unlike most printmaking which allows for multiple

originals

Linocut - relief print that uses linoleum as the surface into which

the design is cut and printed from

Silk screen - a printmaking process where ink is passed through a

mesh over a stencil to create a design

Printmaking - the process of transferring images from an original

design, the medium depending on the type of printmaking, onto

another surface, producing a print of the original

Self Portrait - a picture of the artist created by the artist


